Thinking BIG Learning BIG
What Is Thinking BIG?
•
•
•
•
•

Connecting all parts of the curriculum to
immerse children in a topic.
Making small things BIGGER, child-sized.
Making BIG things child-sized.
Exploring children’s interests, ideas and
questions.
Inviting children to observe, experiment,
explore, create.

Why Think BIG?
•
•
•
•
•
•

BIG Science
•
•
•
•
•

Inquiry promotes an attitude of wonder.
Science focus gives children time to observe
and explore.
Inquiry nurtures higher-level thinking.
Action engages kids. Wind blows.
Balls roll.
Topics connect math, literacy, language, and
the rest of curriculum.

BIG Math
•
•
•
•
•

BIG Literacy
•
•
•
•

Recording comments shows power of words.
Labeling increases print awareness.
Learning poems and songs boosts
pre-reading skills.
Acting out stories fully involves children.

Easier to see, touch, investigate and do.
Expands sense of what’s possible.
Enhances learning new concepts.
Empowers children.
Boosts cooperation.
Strengthens school-home communication.

Whole-body activities give a real feel for
numbers.
Gross motor games build math and
physical skills.
Children quantify observations.
Graphing organizes information.
Kids love BIG numbers:
a hundred million thousand billion.

BIG Language
•
•
•
•

Increases vocabulary.
Empowers speaking, reading and writing.
Builds reading comprehension.
Kids love BIG words like: Tyrannosaurus rex.

Activities meet national standards while children have fun.

Thinking BIG
means
Learning BIG
Thinking BIG, Learning BIG: Connecting Science, Math, Literacy and Language in Early Childhood,
featuring activities from the Mountain View Parent Nursery School, is available from Gryphon House

For further information e-mail Marie Faust Evitt: marie@thinkingBIGlearningBIG.com
visit: www.thinkingBIGlearningBIG.com and www.facebook.com/thinkingBIGlearningBIG
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